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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
To the Trustees of Trinity College:
GENTLEMEN: In submitting my annual report this year
I have ventured to vary somewhat from previous practice.
Recently the reports of college presidents have come to be
printed pamphlets of some pretensions which are distributed
quite widely in educational circles. There is a good deal to be
said for this practice, but in our own case it would preclude
the saying of some things necessary to be said to the Trustees
in a report. I have, therefore, prepared only this copy from
which I am reading and intend early in the Summer, with
your permission, to issue a public report addressed to yourselves. This later date for the public report will also fall
in with the practice of other institutions.
Referring now to the year which is just closing, it has
been in some respects a very satisfactory one. The attendance
was larger than we have ever had before in the history of the
institution. On the whole, the work, especially during the
second half year, has been very satisfactorily accomplished.
The trend away from the Classics is no less marked than
heretofore, as will appear from the following table, which is
arranged in the order indicated by the number of students
taking the several departments :
No. of

students

English,
Mathematics,
Philosophy,
Chemistry,
German, .
Natural History,
Frrnch,
Civil Engineering,

139
130

87
8o
72

67
63

s6
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No of
Students

History,
Physics,
Drawing,
Economics,
Latin,
Greek,
Spanish,
Hebrew,
Shopwork,
Italian,
Physiology and Hygiene,

55
54
49

48
38

28
7
5
4
4
2

Of course the work in some of these courses is prescribed,
so that it would not be fair to gauge the popularity of a
department solely by the number of students taking it.
From the professors' reports it appears that a considerable
amount of work in the way of investigation or of lecturing
has been accomplished by a number of the instructors.
Professor Kleene gave a course of lectures to insurance
and bank clerks on Problems in American Currency.
He
points out that he could be of much more service to the general public and contribute more largely to the enlightenment
of the people in problems of economic interest if the number
of his recitations could be reduced.
Professor Honey has been a frequent contributor to scientific periodicals.
Professor Merrill went abroad last summer and has since
given to the classical public a part of the results of his labors
in investigations of manuscripts of Pliny's letters.
Professor Perkins has contributed several papers to scientific societies, has been engaged in investigating the velocity
of explosion waves of gases as affected by the igniting device,
in the study of light velocities, and in the investigation of
ionization by alternating electrostatic fields. This last inquiry
in particular has attracted much interest among physicists
who are aware of what Professor Perkins has been doing.
Professor Edwards has published three professional monographs and has another nearly ready.
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Professor Genthe has continued in behalf of the Smithsonian Institution his investigation of Copopods.
An interesting experiment was tried this year in the offering of a course in elementary Greek. While it cannot be said
that the course attracted as much intelligent interest as had
been hoped, nevertheless a sufficient number entered and continued in it to justify the College in offering it again this year.
I regret to state that Professor McCook's health has failed
somewhat .during the past year. He himself calls attention
to this unpleasant fact and, while he does not ask it, I, nevertheless, recommend that he be tendered a leave of absence
for a year on such terms as the Trustees may think proper.
Mr. Stirling, the instructor in Shopwork, has in charge
a department which is attractive to but a few students. Nevertheless, those who do take his work always profit by it and
it seems to me that it should be encouraged by an increase in
his equipment, and I recommend a special appropriation of
$Ioo for that purpose. I further recommend a special appropriation of $200 for the department of Civil Engineering,
to be expended in apparatus, and an extra appropriation of
$300 for Professor Perkins, for physical apparatus, to be used
in carrying on the new course offered this next year for the
first time. It is an elementary course which we have found
necessary to provide in order to keep in line with other institutions similar to Trinity College. I also recommend that
Professor Genthe be given the title of Professor of Natural
History and that his salary be raised to $I ,800. He has long
done the work of a full professor and the salary which we are
paying him is not sufficient to enable him to live in Hartford.
I further recommend that Doctor Swan's salary be increased
by the sum of $200.
This brings me to the most unpleasant feature of our situation here at Trinity College. We are paying our professors
very small salaries, so small that no married man can live on
the amount which we pay him. You are aware that the cost
of the necessaries of life has greatly increased within a short
time. Yet I recall that during the period in which I received
a salary of $2,000 as Professor of Mathematics I was never
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able to live upon it, but was compelled to earn money in various
other ways; to the detriment, no doubt, of my work as professor. If it was difficult during the period from 1883 to 1903,
it is vastly more difficult now for a Trinity man to keep body
and soul together on his pay. Coincident with these new
conditions in life in Connecticut, additional expenses have
increased the college outgo to an amount from ten to fourteen thousand dollars more than our income.
We have not yet received anything on the Boardman legacy and there is grave reason to doubt whether the residuary
estate will amount to as much as was expected when the will
was first probated.
Frankly, then, the financial outlook for the College is dark.
I am obliged to confess that my own efforts to raise any considerable sum of money have not met with much success. Very
likely this is due to my own inability to master this problem
of college administration. But it must be evident that we
cannot go on long as we have been doing. To curtail or to
fail to increase our expenditures means a breakup of the College. To go on without larger resources means the bankruptcy of the College. I can only say that I hold myself
ready to take any different course from that which has been
taken in the effort to raise money if the Trustees so desire,
and I am quite ready at any time to allow someone else to try
to meet the situation which so far I have not been able to meel
There is one ray of light, perhaps, from the fact that the
Educational Foundation Board of Trustees sent a representative to the College shortly after my letter, which was authorized by you at our last meeting, and this agent made a careful investigation of Trinity College, its equipment, work, and
resources. He seemed favorably impressed, though that may
be a part of his regular method of procedure. He told me
that there would be a meeting of the Board in September when
the matter of helping Trinity College would be taken up.
It would seem a pity if the College were to fail for lack
of half a million dollars just at the time when it seems to be
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prosperous in almost every other way. But I confess frankly
to a feeling of profound discouragement as to the financial
outlook.
It was because I wished to emphasize this part of what
would ordinarily be in my report that I am leaving for a later
and I trust a pleasanter document some more complete account
of the College work for the year, and the college prospects
for next year. None of these pleasant things will be of any
avail unless we have money to pay our instructors a living
salary and to go on without increasing the enormous deficits
which every Treasurer's Report for the last six years has
revealed.
I am, with great respect,

F.

s.

LUTHER,

President.
June 24, 1907·

